RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS
Pratima Bowes

As a Hindu I believe that all religious traditions, including those that are
called "primitive" (these days, "primal") provide a way for man to integrate
himself into the divine or ultimate reality and that their beliefs and practices
exist to provide a path to this reality by way of linking it with the ordinary
living process. As a matter of fact, each tradition believes itself to be a valid
tradition and within each tradition are to be found men who claim to have
experienced this reality. Yet these traditions differ from one another in
important ways, both in belief and practice. This is not to say that there are no
similarities between them , for in every tradition ultimate reality, that which
religion is concerned with, is seen as a reality that is self-existent, infinite.
unborn undying and the like, unlike phenomenal reality that i, limited, comes
into existence and goes out of it, that is , is space - time - cause bound. It is
also seen as a source of utter peace, bliss, love and the like, terms which all
indicate a state of harmony that in uncharacteristic of the phenomenal world as
experienced by man. Furthermore it is experienced (except for Theravada
Buddhism) as the source of all existence and the ultimate abode of man. But on
this core of common reference are built traditions which, in details of their
structure, may be very unlike one another, and this may involve even the
concept of God which for quite a lot of people is basic to religion. A tradition
may be monotheistic polytheistic and even atheistic, and differences in other
respects may be equally far-ranging. In this paper 1 am trying to find an
interpretative framework for the fact that different pictures of a dimension of
reality referred to in common by a number of religious traditions exist - a
framework that will make clear the reasons for the existence of a variety of
pictures while acknowledging the validity of each one of them . (That is, it is
not its business to question one tradition in terms of the presuppositions of
another.) In this framework the claim that tradition xis the absolute truth will
be seen as a declaration of one's own preference for this tradition which does
not invalidate other traditions for their own practitioners. Such preferences can
justifiably exist here, as they exist elsewhere. (Unfortunately, those who make
absolute claims also believe that they ought to change other peoples'
preferences to their own.)
The religious impulse exists in every society, and that is why every society
develops a religious tradition. This tradition may change or may have to accept
change under pressure as the society changes in its economic or political
structure, but it comes to be there because every society generates it out of its
own needs and perceptions. For man everywhere is confronted with the
hazardousness of life and its insecurity, not only because of death which awaits
it all through life, but also because of large doses of frustration of both physical
and psychological nature (so that material security, while eliminating human
misery on one count, does not put an end to it), disease, old age and the like
which are apt to make some sensitive people wonder (either consciously or
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uncon dously) what it is all in aid . I lind that what lie. behind this
questi ning is 'he a. umpti n (almost a demand) made y people in all
societie . . that llllman being · ought 10 enjoy uninterrupted happines. instead of
having to put up with constant misery and frustration. and that they ught to be
secure and en n
instead of ha\'ing to live face to face with
contingency. So some kind of justification or explanation for what actually
happens t<:>
t ·cems to be called r. which religion provides. nd thi
justificntory rolt of religion makes ome people conclude that what religion
deals with is nothing but a•projection of human hopes and fears. I believe that it
is perfectly poss·ble for this universal human demand for happincs t be based
on a fact: thut i . for il to arise out of a vague intimati n on the part of man of
. orne real possil oilhies fh is own nature' hich he can understand and get hold
of by corning to see a certai n dimen ion f reality which I am calling 'religious
reality'. This d•mensi n i such that it transcends pace - time - cau:al
categoric aml S•>mething in man lHt an clement f thi. transcendence of which
he is vaguely a" tHe even while he is aware of his contingency as welL It is this
mystery, thi. p•Jzzling character of hi O\ n
being which is both
subject to death and yet felt to be in orne sense deserving of dealltle snes a
well that suppl i•:s one of the keys to man' urge toward · the exploration of a
tran cendcnt reality as somcthing that ffcrs a ju tilicatory sign ilica nce f thi
puzzle. So thi L'rgc ilppe:trs e crywhcre on its wn strength. which, in etl'ect, is
an urge on the part of man to transcend the c n equenccs of his own finitude.
unlike other thiugs which may have to be introduced from one place to another.
Naturally. on t<· this reality man can project his wn hopes and fears. that is.
s.::e it in a certain light that uits his purpose • and he often does that. But the
fact that the re;lity religion cxpl res justifies orne of hi own demands and
needs doc · in 110 way imply that thi reality cannot be there except as a
and demand man will not make a
projection from man. Without these
mC>vc toward it but he makes this move because he senses in the first instance
that there is something to move towards.
I find the idea unacceptable that a whole dimen ion of reality. something
that happens to be present evt:rywherc and acknowledged out of a ·ocie ty
own internal activity. also s m1cthing th:ll is every\ here under. tood as infinite
and unconditioned , is nothing but a human creation. So I sh;ll ltrcat it as there,
independently c•f man. As this dimensi n is c nccivcd ditrcrently by diiTerent
traditions I shall use a term that can be n common den rninator between U1ese
tn1ditions.
reality", to refer to wha t religion is about and not a God.
My use of tliis term ' religious reality ' is . imi lar to the usc of'phy ical reality'
which i. the common referent of all physical ·ciencc ·.which stands for a whole
dimension of reality ;tnd not illlY one thing in particular. so that it can be
approached in a variety f \\';tys. via physic , chemistry. geology etc .. aod
f human a tivity but is not known without such
which cxi. ts independent!
activity. It b PO\\ admillecl by many scientists that the way we ;>robe this
reality and the
·•tion s in terms or which we do thi probing. colour or
li iT' il in some fashion whut precisely ' e know about it, which is to say that
there is somethlllg out there independently of u. but it can only be received by
H\ in a fashion 1hat is partly determined by the kind
f pectacles we put on to
sec it and we have to have some spectacle. or other to view it at all. So it i. no
longer the fa shion in science to talk ·tbout · he TJ'uth ' about physical reality
although what we do know is still thought to be true. And the unity of physical
reality is nottht•ughlto be in any way jeopardized - this term can ·till be used
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meaningfully -- because we cannot sum it up in terms of one Truth. It is
not jeopardized by the fact of its complexity either because there can
be complementary conceptions of the same facts studied under different
experimental set-ups and teachniqucs. whereby ruom has now been made in
science for alternative descriptions of what is still called by the same name
(light ray, for instance). In the same way religious rcalily can be there
independently of man but the precise way in which he knows i· ---the way that
fits one description but not another -- is coloured by the specific approachc'
and presuppositions which arc always there and cannot but be there in man's
activity of knowing, for there is absolutely no way for 1r an of receiving
something neat, minus all interpretation. That which is gi ven to man can thus
be received by him in different ways especially if what is given is not any one
thing in particular ( E\·en a thing can legitimately appea l' difTvrcnt to cliffere1't
people from different perspectives). If there can be complementary
conceptions and descriptions of physical reality there can be ol· religious reality
as well. and there certainly arc such descriptions. as cmbo.lied in ditTcrcnt
traditions. This need for use of interpretation applies even more so in the case
of religious reality which is understood to be unconditioned. infinite and
unlimited while the function of language by means of which WL: describe things
is to delimit and differentiate one finite thing from another in terms of their
specific characteristics. Language applies to this reality only through creating
models that are originally drawn from the sphere of limited things and are then
metaphorically extended beyond this sphere. If we do not p,·ejudge that any
one tradition has got the right model - and this judgement is made by people
always in favour of their own tradition -- we have to ack 10wledge that a
variety of models du exist and that they are found perfectly satisfactory by the
people who use them. That is to say. nobody has got God in their pocket, as a
friend of mine once put it.
It is my Hindu ·'prejudice" that being the inexhaustibk ground of all
existence (or to put it differently, being the ultimate essem:e of which all things
are expressions in different name and form. human and non-human), religious
reality constantly reveals itself (or if a personal pronoun is preferred,
himself/herself), in what we call the creation - the stellar universe or
multiverse, natural, animal and human words and so on, even though it is not
to be identified with any of them. But it is only now and then that human beings
actually receive this revelation as a personal intimation of an infinite mode of
being. Religions that claim revelation are then perfectly justifkd to claim it but
my use of the term "revelation" is such that according to it there is no one
uniquely significant and once and for all revelation that happened to some
uniquely privileged people or person as a result of religious reality choosing
such people or person (or events in their lives) as uniquely fit to be the vehicle
of divine self-disclosure. All knowledge, religious or secular, is revelation,
insofar as something not yet known is disclosed by its means to somebody or
other, and it is perfectly possible for an intimation of
1eality to happen
to someone in such a manner- especially if this someone is an individual of
exceptional quality for leadership ·- as to make hil' believe that he is being
uniquely favoured, is being singled out to be the recipient of a unique message
from God to hear which will be to everybody's advant 1ge. But believing as I do
in the multiplicity of revelations, continuing to
at all tinws and places
wherever there are individuals ready and able to n·ceive this revelation without this readiness and ability revelation docs not l·appen - · the uniqueness
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claimed says something about the individual and the nature or quality of his
experience rather than about religious reality as such. The mere fact that all
religious traditions claim revelation - some unique and exclusive revelation
- shows to my mind that revelation has to be understood from the side of
man. his reception of divine self-d isclosure via his special spectacles rather
than just as divine self-disclosure, as it is in itself. We may well ay that divine
self-disclosure is constantly happening in a variety of ways and that it can be
received in a variety of way . depending on who receives it where and when.
This makes all religious traditions genuine religious traditions based on
some disclosure of religious reality which men of these traditions have received
in a certain fashion. Multiplicity of revelations received in a variety of ways
can happen becau c although religious reality is unitary in the sense that it is
not a collection of things , it is not one U1ing eitl1er something that can be
described by one parLicular set of epitl1ets. The idea that religious reality must
be one, in the sense of a numerical attribute, shows the constraints under which
the human mind function rather tl1an the constraints under which religious
reality must exist {if we use one name there must be one thing). Its unitariness
lies in its nature as unconditioned , unlimited and infinite being which i all of a
piece, so to say, not in the fact of some characteristic which fils o ne numerical
description (oneness) rather than another (manyness). lndeed, in some
tradllions as in aspect of the Hindu , it is both one and the many because it is
present in all things as tl1eir innennost essence while transcending them at the
same time. Just as one and the same man X can appear or disclose himself
diJTercntly to ditTerent people on whom he can make different impact , wife,
son, friend , employer and o on one and the same religious reality can hit
people differently, if they come from different cultural backgrounds with their
own structure, of prejudices and preferences, and/or possess different psychic
structures of needs, sensitivities, drives and pressures - and both of these act
like spectacles in man 's viewing of things and assume significance especially
when something of more than mundane interest is involved. The fact that
nobody knows X in his unity, so to say something that lies behind the various
facets of his nature as revealed in relationships and situations through which
people know him does not prevent people from believing that X , who can
appear in so many way , is one and the same person. His being one person
does not contradict his having many facets, nor does anybody think that the
unity of his being is dissolved unless it fits into one description. This is much
more true of religious reality, especially if we tl1ink of it as the infinite reality
which through self limitation can become the many of the finite world, while
remaining infinite itself (the infinite is the limilless and the inexhaustible, not
an uncountable number of tllings, so no amount of finite things can exhaust the
inexhaustible or make the limitless limited).
A religious tradition is a human in titution and its di tinctive teaching start
its career as part of an existing cu ltural tradition where social (or sociopolilical-economic) condition. of a certain sort and moral values which fit
(more or less) these conditions btain. It can start by condoning these values
or condemning orne of them which it believes ought to be replaced by
something else for a better organization of life than hitherto obtained in
society. Since teaching is one of its main jobs it in its tum takes a hand in
shaping the culture in which it arises or it modifies it in some ways. Not only
does a religious idea or tradition have a cultural background in which it takes
its rise it has also a geographical environment which influences human vision
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(ideas which take shape in a desert environment are very different from ideas
which arise in a lush tropical climate; this is exemplified in the difference
between Islam and Hinduism) and a historical reality of a specific kind which
may be exerting its particular kind of pressure on the society and its needs at a
particular point in time. All these tend to colour human perception of things
(especially things of large significance), for they set the terms of reference not
only for noticing things, but also for judging what is or is not imp rtant, what is
or is not acceptable as part of the existing social reality. But human beings
have a conscious individual existence, besides a social one, and their specific
psychic endowments and the pressures that these exert on the individual may
make them react differently from others in the face of the same situation and
some individuals become innovative as a result. This is especially true of
exceptional individuals whose perceptions and valuations play an important
part in fixing the pattern in which a religious tradition sees the world. I do not
mean that these extraordinary individuals are immune in every way from
social conditioning to which the rest of us are subject. Even they derive a great
deal of their conceptual apparatus, with the help of which they decipher and
understand what is going on in an experience, from the culture in which they
have been brought up. So even those who start a new tradition retain a great
deal of the old, now being discarded in some particulars, in their own system.
Now one of the distinctive things about a religious tradition as distinct from
other parts of culture is that there is a definitive claim about it, and most
religious traditions believe themselves to be founded on revelation. Some
traditions, like the Hindu and the primal religions, are not historically founded,
and they are not tied up with the teachings of one person or a group of persons
who are historically identifiable. These traditions find their beginning in myths
which have the status of revealed truths - for otherwise they may degenerate
into fancy and lose their hold - not something that was revealed by God to
anyone in particular at any one particular time but truths that validate
themselves precisely because they are true and they are to be thought eternally
revealed in their capacity as truth. Those religious traditions which are
founded at a particular moment in history begin with the teaching and
preaching of a particular person or persons who claim that the truth about a
transcendent reality has been revealed to them in some special way, through
personal enlightenment (as in Buddhism) or as a gift from God (Judaism,
Christianity, Islam). The definitive claim of religion including the claim about
revelation comes from the understanding of a genuine encounter with religious
reality which stamps its own existence on the human mind beyond all possible
doubt. The differences come from the fact that each has encountered and
received this reality with spectacles on, of a cultural and/or individual nature.
To accept this means to accept that there is no exclusive revelation which has
got the truth as it is. But it also means that to give up the exclusive claim does
not mean to give up the claim about revelation altogether.
I said earlier on that one of the tasks of religion is to find some justificatory
significance for facts as they obtain in life. This may relate to different levels of
living. Polytheistic cultures (Hindu, primal) seeking a validation of the day to
day living process (which is hazardous and so questionable) see the ordinary
values of life as connected with divine activity via the conception of gods and
goddesses who can confer on men what they need as gifts or withhold them and
as a result they are seen as intimately involved in human weal and woe. To see
this is to transcend in some degree the consequences of human finitude.
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Polythei m thus produces a celebratory attitude to ordinary human activities
like harves tin g, going hunting. givi ng. birth and even dying, all of wltich are
ass<lciated with ·ome god or goddc who is inv ked with some show and
fe:tivi ty on each occasion of religious< bservance. and there are many of the e
in a polythesstic culture. I consider that it i possible to sec rcligi us reality
revealed in the proces of day t day living and it business in the way that
polytheistic r.: ultures d ee it there through their myth . ymbol and rituals.
3o I think that monotheistic pr paganda again l polytheism (as superstition,
idolatry and the like) i another in tance f cultural preference and prejudice.
M no thei sti cultures. for reasons f their own, see religious reality as a
person . but assert that there can be nl y ne divine per. on who does
ever Lhin g inglehandcd, it bt>ing considered prejudicial to God'. power if he
had agents (gods) to carry on the day to day administration of the world as
polytheism believe . As we . hall ee there are cultural rca on for the adoption
of a ·ingle divine figure . But the a umption that a picture in which God not
but rule
inglehanded is better or more progressive in an
evolutionary sense than the picture where He delegates responsibilities to
subordinates who are like bureaucratic heads of departments, is without
foundation. Polytheistic concern for happiness on earth via ordinary living is
dubbed elfish by monotheism yet what monotheism looks for is also
happinc. s. o nly it i hnppiness in heaven after death. It is not clear why
happines after death is a nobler concern than happiness on earth through day
to day living except when we look in to the rationa le of monotheism itself which
arose in a cultural circumstance where something more than day to day living
was at stake
J ustilication for the hazardousness of life may be found on another level. in
the fact that this life is a preparation for the life to come (everla ting) after·
death, a life that is perfect in e\ ery way including the prospect of happiness.
One gains a..:cess to that life n t so much by living thi life in a celebratory
allitude as I y doing God's will. this all powerful will being the ultimate
riterion of what. should or should not exist. And this lead to a monothei tic
picture l)f religious rea lity. which is one picture among t uthers . And here
transcendence is achieved through the thought of immortality that one gains
after death.
There is yet anoU1er le cl of findin g justificatory significance . All this, both
its joys and sorrO\ . has its justification bee au ·e by learning to transcend the
demands that attraction and repulsion make on man he can come to enjoy
piritual freedom and transcendence right here whi lst alive. Here religiou
reality is seen not a a per n hut as a spiritual principle one can link up with.
And this produces delight bliss. at least end of all suffering. to enjoy which is
the aim of all transcendence.
I U1ink that it is possible 10 say th at a religious reali ty is everywhere
understood to be an unconditioned infinite reality. a reHgious tradition is not
complete unles it sees man's reality as ex tending into thi s realm, somehow
overcoming the implications of dealh. Nevertheless to see ita. manifesting itself
in the finite world as well thereby 'j ustifying' human
and woe as
polytheism sees it, is a lso religious viewing and from my point of view no less
ignificant as religious perception than seeing man beyond finitude on which
the so-called higher religion concen trate.
The fact that U1ere is an ever enduring reality that is rad1cally different from
the space-time-cause bound reality of phenomenal ;: xistence, and the
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perception that man's being is linked with this reality - which is the basic
religious perception in one shape or another - may influence man's material
as well as his spiritual living. for it can 'justify' the whole of life. And contact
with this reality can be made at all levels including the level of ordinary living
where polytheism operates. Man's concern for religious reality !Jas relevance
for all of . life - living in time as an individual with desires that need
satisfaction and as a member of a group towards which one has obligations. as
well as living in a timeless dimension that can be achieved irrespective of how
things arc in the world. That the two may not go together, that the one may
even negate the other for a time, shows the paradoxical nature of human living
which must find a legitimate place for things which appear to contradict one
another, as looked at from a limited point of view.
Now I said that there can be alternative pictures of religious reality because
it can be encountered with different spectacles on, and psychic constitution
and its pressures (something that results from the exercise of certain
developmental influences on a given genetic constitution) figure among these
spectacles. (To give some examples of how one's psychic constitution
influences one's perception of the world. Some find suffering. others bliss as
the most pervasive feature of reality. Some like to think of God as 'father' .
others 'mother'. I believe that these differences lie in differences of psychic
.::onstitution and needs rather than in facts about reality.) It is because of the
pressures that a psychic constitution can exert on one that a new religion.
arising out of an older one, breaks fresh ground through using new metaphors.
symbols and models for the understanding of religious reality It docs
while retaining, inevitably, a great deal of the older tradition in the background
of which it arises. Christianity, for instance, while breaking off !'rom Judaism
on the basis of a personal understanding of religious reality by Jesus.
something not shared by the Judaic tradition. still incorporates a great deal of
of Judaic cultural forms. Again, Buddhism, while based on Buddha's
enlightenment, his personal understanding of the truth, retains a great deal of
the pre-Buddhistic religious tradition of India. This is inevitable, for a religious
experience has to have some cultural form not only for encountering religious
reality and fixing its nature with some degree of clarity in one's understanding,
but also in order to transmit this understanding to others as well. And even if
one is innovative one cannot innovate a whole medium of understanding and
communication, so one fits in one's understanding, however new it may be in
some respect or respects, into a given medium (and language) that is already
available in the culture.
A new tradition may arise also because the founder of it may find that the
prevailing social reality needs a new direction to recover it from its
disintegrating tendencies and that this can be done under a new and powerfully
integrating symbol. This I believe is the case with Judaic and Arabic
monotheism, both of which arose out of their polytheistic past. I do not mean
by this of course that the prophets of monotheism sat down and consciously
figured out that the idea of one God would achieve the social ideal they were
aspiring to and then deliberately introduced it to influence the behaviour of the
group. What I mean is rather that the prophets' perception and understanding
of their social reality c lo ured their visio n of religious reality which was
received in a fashion in which they were predisposed to see it. (This applies to
everyone and not to the prophets of monotheism in particular.) The idea of
worshipping a supreme personal God who is the sole creator and controller of
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man's destiny and who hands over to man a complete and precise set of rules
to live by can mobilize society in a way which worshipping of gods can never
achieve so this was forbidden). But even this monotheism which condemns
the previously existing tradition of polytheism must retain many of the cultural
forms and modes of behaviour of lbe previous society where polytheism
functioned (with some modification where necessary). Because of this every
religious tradition, polytheistic or monotheistic bears unmistakably the stamp
of fhe culture in which il actually takes its rise even though monotheistic
traditions tend to believe that everything pertaining to them have been directly
revealed by God, hence they are culture-free (culture is man-made). This
presumably is the reason why monotheistic traditions like Christianity and
Islam consider that lbey have a duty to make others, who already possess a
religious tradition of their own, to adopt theirs instead - something that
polytheistic traditions, openly culture-bound, never consider - without being
aware that this is a form of cultural invasion . But the fact that gentiles had to
adopt JewisiJ names and many Jewish customs in becoming Christians and
that the forms of their ceremonies like worship marriage, burial etc., were
closely modelled on the Jewish shows that what was being exported was not
just a certain belief about God but a cultural tradition as well which replaced
U1e indigenous in large measure. The same is true of Islam. People converted
to Islam not only have to take Arabic names; along with the beliefinAJJah are
exported the Arabic script (believed to be God's own choice), forms of
greeting, marriage, burial and many other social forms as well which form a
part of Islam because they originally fom1ed a part of Arabic culture in the
background of which Islam arose. It is because a religious tradition is a
cultural tradition that conversion, when not wholesale, creates uch rifts in
society by uprooting some people from lbcir own cultural forms and
transplanting them in forms that come from a different society thereby
creating a new sense of identity among the converted who fi.nd the social
environment and culture of U1e country they belong to allen to their mode of
being. In India for instance where both Islam and Christianity succeeded in
converting some people but not the whole society, as they did elsewhere great
cultural and social differences have been created among the people of basically
the same ethnic group.
As a human phenomenon a religious tradition is a cultural construct in terms
of a group of ideas, symbols models, paradigms etc., the role of which is not
only to ofTer a representation of religious reality in human terms (which
however is given a transcendent significance through s uitable linguistic
devices) that constitutes a strategy by following which this reality can be
approached and realized, but also a coherent picture in the light of which
human experiences and activities make sense, a picture which organizes
apparently unconnected and insignificant events into a definite and meaningful
structure. To say that religion is a human phenomenon and as such is a
construct is however not to devalue it, and according to me such devaluation
does not follow because man has a transcendent dimension to his own being.
Hence his quest for transcendence through religion. By saying that it is human
I mean neither tl1al religious reality does not exist, nor that it does not reveal
itself. All I mea n is that like every oilier aspect of his experience man bas to
create a conceptual framework to recei ve intimations of religious reality and
the construction of this framework is influenced by a variety of factors both
social and individual. And the fact that there has lo be created a conceptual
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structure through which to receive it does not rob a religious tradition of truth
either, in the sense in which this truth is significant for human practice. By
truth of course I do not mean correspondence with facts. What I mean is this:
the job of a religious tradition is not so much to give information by way of
correct description, it is to link men with religious reality tl1rough their
thoughts, fee lings and actions so that their own transcendent nature may be
realized. Jf a religious tradition contains symbols, models etc. which together
can be seen to involve a definite strategy of approach to the transcendent
dimension of reali ty, a strategy by fo llowing which this reality can be grasped
and contact with it established, Ulen it has truth. The fact that religious
practitioners belonging to all religious traditions, particularly the people called
mystics, have realized their reality by fo llowing the conceptual constructs of
their own tradition is a "proof' of the truth of these traditions. But none of
these traditions contain 'the truth' about religious reality. In an era when
science itself - the model of all knowledge - has given up the idea of 'the
truth' about physical reality it is perhaps easier than it has hitherto been for
some people to accommodate themselves to the idea that something can be
true without having to be the truth. Men describe religious reality in a variety
of ways from ili.e ir different backgrounds of life experience, needs and demands
and these description may all be true both in the sense that not being one thing
religious reality lends itself to be seen in all these ways and in the sense that
they may all lead one to make contact with the transcendent dimension of
being.
I shall now go into the conceptual structures of some religious traditions, the
models, paradigms and the strategies they use, to see how they each organise
the religious life of man by offering him a coherent picture of what it is all
about. There are, of course, a number of ways different from mine in which
these religions may be approached and no doubt some people may feel that I
have not mentioned what is really important in their tradition. This paper
however is not a comparative study which sets out to show how a particular
tradition is better than others. As 1 believe that each tradition is a distinct
conceptua l tructure which can be validly pursued by people in quest of
transcendence if they find they can respond to it, r am looking at the e
traditions just to find out what these pictures are as distinctive strategies that so
powerfully influence people in their thoughts, feeling and action , thereby
organising their life in a certain fashion . Although religious rea lity exists
independently of man the fact that man does not operate in a vacuum and that
his approach to Ulings is always via his understanding, needs and capacities and ocial conditioning - to receive and to respond to intimations of reality
means, inevitably that there will be a number of pictures. These pictures are
true in the sense that they can achieve what they set out to achieve a used by
different men of different ocial backgrounds and psychic needs. But if they arc
to do their job men have to treat them as if they are descriptivel y true a well.
in the straightforward sense of corresponding with fact . For they are like a
.ladder which a man has to use to reach a certain height and a ladder cannot be
dispensed with whilst ne i climbing.
I find that each picture has a paradigm on the model of which it raises a
conceptual structure, apart from a ritual and moral structure, all of which
together c nstitute a disti nct strategy. All this is needed lor it is not enough r
sclt:..Conscious man to act and feel, he mu t have some understanding of what i
going on if he is to get organised in his effort to reach transcendence. The
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teaching of a tradition is like a strategy for it sets the stage, so to say in a
certain fashion (conceptually speaking) and charts out paths by following
which man's religious goal can be pursued in a meaningful way. There thus has
to be a picture even though this picture is never true in the sense that it
corresponds p int to point with facts as they are independently of any
approach that man ma kes to them. The setting and the path go together so that
man 's craving for understanding, his emotion and his need for action are
satisfied in a coherent manne r. Because each tradition offers man an internally
coherent pic ure and a
of approach to transcendence that agrees with this
picture that most people brought up in a certain religious tradition fmd it
perfecUy satisfying (those who do not have psychic needs to which t11e picture
does not speak), whilst others looking at it from the point of view of a different
picture and 11 different trategy can find it to be full of holes. But the tendency
to pick out <tne or two things from a tradition and then subject it to criticism
because thc v do not satisfy some demands that a different tradition makes
should be resisted. To understand a tradition it should be seen as a whole and
the most important thing to understand about it is whether or not it actually
does lead man to transcendence, for this is what a religiou lradition is about
when all is said and done. A tradition different from ours may not appeal to us
but it obviously appeals to those who belong to it. If any change is to come it
must come from in ide, when people feel it no longer satisfies their needs. But
any attack from outside is a different matter, being inspired by prejudice and
the per onal preference of the attacker. However, the fact that tl1ere are
alternative strategies for conquering the vast and unknown terrain that is mans
religious life and its goal of transcendence does not mean that we cannot be
attached to ours with perfect good sense that another strategy may not make
sense to us which we may decide to leave well alone, in the same way thal we
leave other peoples' mu ic alone if that appears to lack certain qualities that
our ears expect.
Let me now introduce the traditions I am going to speak about - Hindu,
Buddhist, Christian. First the Hindu and the trouble with this tradition is that
there is not one picture in it but several. However, there is a dominant picture
which is coherent with a number of Hindu assumptions and it is this that I shal l
bring out. The paradigmatic concept in this tradition is being, and organic
being at tha t, something that repeats the same essence in all it constituent
parts, which therefore pos ess an identity of essence despite being different
from one another in their appearance and function, like the tree its trunk,
branches, roots, leaves and so on. Being is inexhaustible and everenduring like
the tree perpetuating itself through the seed in a circle - from the tree to the
seed and the seed to the tree and nobody can say which comes first- and this
process need never come to an end. Being is full, pregnant with all possibilities
like the seed with the huge tree that grows out of its invisible essence. This
paradigm of organic being fit a tropical envirolllnent like India, where its
characteristics are most evident. RcHgious reality is of course not finite being
like the tree. It is understood here as elsewhere to be unconditioned unlimited,
infinite and these cha racteristics are found to be those of pure consciousness.
But the way intinite being functions and relates itself to the world is understood
in the image of organic being and its functioning and the reality that is
conditioned and finite are thought to be manifestations of its infinite
potentiality for being. Creation is thus understood as self-manifestation that
happens through a process of self-limitation, at different levels of being marked
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by different name, shape and function. This of course docs not exhaust the
inexhaustible, nor reduce the infinite in its own being to the finite (the analogy
used in the Upanisads is that of the spider creating a web out of its own
substance, which activity however does not touch the being of the spider). All
things finite and limited are no doubt subject to destruction and in destruction
all manifestations go back to their unmanifest ground, the infinite reality that
itself is subject neither to beginning nor to end. So in fullness of time it brings
forth the world again, out of its own spontaneous need for manifestation, and
thus it goes through alternative periods of creation and destruction in a
neverending cycle. Because all things are expressions of everenduring being,
nothing comes out of nothing and nothing finishes in nothing either. And
nothing is arbitrary; all things function according to a law inherent in their own
being (rta, dharma) and this includes the law of cause and effect. It is a part of
this Jaw-governed being that a thing dies in one form to be reborn in another
until such time that it goes bak to the source in that particular phase of the
cycle that is destruction. But while t11e phase of creation lasts the death of one
thing always means the birth of another, these two being related speci fically as
cause and effect in an enduring organic structure f inte1·dependence in which
separateness of thing has a relative but not an absolute significance (like the
separateness of the trunk and the branches). A human being containing in
himself both the finite (mind-body) and infinite (self) dimensions of being is
also subject to this cycle of birth and death in so far as he is finitt. In his case
he is said to be reborn (although we can equally say that another individual is
shaped out of the material left behind by him, but the paradigm involved is
seen better in the expression, 'the same thing in another form'). Apart from the
physical body which goes back to the elements at death, there is in man an
elaborate psychic structure created by his own desires and activities, and
although this too is material, it is much more subtle than the physical elements
and it does not die with the death of the physical body. This, called the subtle
body, takes on another physical body - it could not vanish into nothingness to work itself out, and so it goes on from birth to death and death to birth again.
But self-conscious man is also infinite in his being and he can realize himself as
pure being, pure consciousness and pure bliss. On such realization desires
cease to operate, no more subtle body is formed and the individual finally
merges with the infinite. Thus, the realization of man's spiritual nature is
realization of man's identity with infinite being which is seen to permeate all
things. He is thus non-dual with all things and there is, finally, no separate
destiny for him. Once this is realized man is freed of his usual bondage to
nature thereby realizing transcendence even while remaining in the body. A
state of transcendence is a state of bliss, for bliss is inherent in the fullness of
infinite being (all craving is based on the perception of a lack or gap), that
which needs nothing to complete itself.
This infinite being is sometimes pictured as God, a personal being,
sometimes as a suprapersonal principle of pure being, consciousness and bliss.
But in either case the whole of existence is his/its self-manifestation - the
lower nature of God as the Gita puts it- and man is non-dual with this reality.
Even when religious reality becomes God the creator, no absolute distinction
is made in the Hindu tradition between the creator and the created (because of
the paradigm of organic being), and all things are in God at all times. And
although with God comes grace, this does not upset the law of being of things
and man has to work out his karma before grace operates or along with its
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operation.
Man can and must realize his infinite nature and his freedom. Nevertheless
his finite nature too deserves some consideration (nothing can be in vain,
organic being being "programmed ' to work itself out). So man s material
nature (the mind-body complex, not just lhe body) must be given its due
satisfaction through pursuit of goals like dharma (rightful living in society),
artha (sati sfaction of material needs) and kama (enjoyment of pleasures). An
individual may legitimately strive for these, and atlhis stage worship of various
divinities who symbolize Utese values is relevant, but always with the
understanding that in the end they have to be transcended (for most people that
end may lie many lifetimes away). Rightful living in society means moral
obligations towards the wellbeing of others and built into the idea of man's
dharma are various duties of an obligat ry nature (these may differ between
groups and individuals). And as the goal of transcendence says that there is no
ultimate difference between one individual and another, its pursuit requires
non-violence and compassion, if not positive action for the well-being of others
(as the Gita recommends). Nevertheless, as far as the goal of liberation
(moksa) is concerned man i himself his primary responsibility for he has to
reshape his lower being through long practice in order that liberation from il
can be achieved. This is important even in a scheme where God operates and
in Ute Gita Arjuna is advised to practice both devotion and yoga.
Tbe reason for man's unhappiness is two-fold. There is, so to say, a
structural source of man's misery. Manyness through which the phenomenal
world exists is by itse lf a source of conflict and tension - this is recognized in
the position Utat God become both the demon and the demon killer for
without such opposites the drama of life does not unfold. Indeed Ute world as
we know exists through the play of opposites, such as good and evil, and only
in transcendence can one escape the limitation - one thing is not another involved in this situation. Transcendence is thl\S not conceived as good; it is
beyond description in such terms a good and evil and all other opposites. The
Hindu tradition thus does not posit a kingdom of heaven on earth at the end of
all development (there is a golden age which comes at the beginning of a cycle
of creation and then progressively deteriorates until destruction happens). The
other cause of man's unhappiness lies in himself, in his own desire for more
and more pi asure and other 'good' things which he believes will fulfil him as
an individual being. This of course is built into man's nature and so has to be
given some recognition. But this particular source of unhappiness can be taken
care of, for ultimately man has to transcend his individuality in the infinity of
being and w en this happens everylliing of the phenomenal world is also seen
as u!Tused with this reality. Such a man transcends desire and lhus
phenomenal manyness ceases to be a source of trouble for him . And he is
supposed to be able to take delight in all U1ings because of an underlying sense
of non-dua lity and non-possession with which he lives and this liberates him
even when alive.
The Hindu picture of the Supra-per onal nature of reality (at least one
picture) its cyclical conception of time where Ulings come and go but which in
itself has neither beginning nor end, its doctrine of rebirth (which means the
forms) and moksa where the finite self of
reshaping of one material in di
man enters the infinite realit y ( iell) abandoning name and form, as do rivers
U1e sea and U1e like, all fit into ti1e organic paradigm. The creation myth in the
Reg veda (and elsewhere) whe ·e the dismembered limbs of the sacrificed
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p 11 r11sa (Self) becomes the whole ex istence, gods nature animals. men ,and

their socia l existence and so on does in fact use an organic modeL And in the
Chandogya Upanisad the example of lhe seed i actually drawn on. Uddalaka
Aruni asks his son Svetaketu to break up a seed and tell him what he finds
there. The son says that he finds nothing to which the father replies, 'as from
the non-visible essence of this seed arises the huge Nyagrodha tree so from the
(invi ible) Self arises the whole world that thou art'. The id<'a is that of selfperpetuating indestructible being, its fullness and wholeness in which
individuality has a limited significance only (he too comes a nd goes), where
the truth of being lies in being beyond measure, and this too is within the reach
of man's experience.
All these taken together make a coherent picture of how things are and why
they are what they are. And the picture constitutes a definite trategy for man
to adopt in hi.s fight against unhappiness and in his quest for transcendence.
But this picture is however unacceptable both to the Buddhist and the
Christian who use different paradigms in their quest for significance and
transcendence nothing for the Buddhist in place of Hindu 'Being and
personality as centred in emotion and will in place of Hindu suprapersonal
pure being, consciousness and bliss for the Christian.
Buddhism i a religion insofar a it involves man's cran cendence of his
human condition into an unconditioned state, but in its Theravada variety it
does not talk of a transcendent reality beyond man. Even in Mahayana where
an absolute reality that is radically different from the phenomenal reality of our
experience is posited the idea of it as a positive reality doe not enter much
into the picture that is offered of what reality is like. The burden of Buddhist
picture-making is borne by negative concepts such as that of change,
fleetingness, soullessness, nothingness (void) and the like, the last used to
describe both phenomenal and ab olute reality. Buddhism uses a different
picture and a different strategy from Hinduism in making man understand the
fact of his suffering and helping him to transcend il. For Hinduism the
important concept is fullness of being and if man can find identity with this being
his problem is solved. Huddhism on the contrary tinds the concept of
nothingness (Sunya) much more revealing not only as the real nature of man
(what he takes to be his being is really nothing) is so far as he is in phenomenal
existence (Theravada) but also as regards transcendent rea lity with which he is
non-different (Mahayana). Nothing (no-thing) of course doe not mean nonexistent - man who is nothing exists - it means non-being as a permanent ,
substantial thing, fulfilling a particular description. And this use of a negative
concept in building a picture of what this place is like a lso means a negative
strategy to be u ed in man s search for transcendence. As Bu dhism looks at
man his problem arises precisely from believing that he has an enduring
identity, call it self, oul or ego (these terms being used interchangcab.ly since
being positive they are all without a referent; and this practice makes havoc of
Hindui m where they each have a different referent when Buddhists contrast
their beliefs with those of Hinduism). the strategy of Buddhism is to tell man
what is is not (a self) rather lhan what he is (Self), that is to say explain what is
going on in terms of nothing rather than of being, and this nega tive strategy is
called for by lhe nature of Buddhist metaphysics. Despite the Buddhist
disclaimer there is a metaphysic involved - that is to ay, a doctrine about
the nature of reality - and this metaphysics asserts that evcryl hing is suffering
(The First Noble Truth). It is not imply that suffering is present in life in large
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doses, as most people would accept on reflection and as Hindu schools like
Samkhya and N yay a say, the very nature of existence is said to be suffering
and this is not evidenL n is Buddha s own intense sensitivity and his internal
pressures which made him take the position that suffering is like fever (he
thought of himself as a physician curing people of ill-health) which must be
gotten rid of. His personal reaction to sufTering was a factor in the creation of
Buddhist metaphysics over and above the general religious position that it
cannot be a man's real destiny that he should be unhappy.
Suffering can belong to being but not to nothing, hence the importance of the
concept of nothing in overcoming suffering, the paradigmatic concept in
Buddhism. Suffering is caused by clinging to life and its desires and this clinging
happens because one believes th'lt one is an enduring being who feels desires
and to whom pleasure and pain belong. To help him overcome suffering is to
make him see that everything including his own being is a fleeting process
where one thing follows another according to the law of combined dependent
origination but nothing lasts nor does anyU1ing belong to anything. Reality
consists of moments and each moment arises and di appears without merging
with anything else. Man's perception of himself and of the world as enduring
- this enduring quality is essential for the pursuit of happiness through
fulfilment of desire - is caused by illusion, the sanskrit word for which is
maya.
I believe, along with others, that the use of this term may a as illusion (seeing
the rope as the snake a Buddhist example adopted by Samkara) happened in
lndian culture first in Buddhism and it arose there as called for by its negative
strategy. The Hindu tradition of the Vedas Upanisads and the Gita where
everything is said to share in the being of the full uses a positive strategy of
telling man that he is the full. In these scriptures the term maya (ma = to
measure, to limit) means the creative power of the one to produce itself in the
form of the many through self-limitation while not ceasing to be the one (the
full remains the lull as the Upanisads say). So maya is a magic- like quality,
nevertheless, it is a positive power, that which goes into creation (or
manifestation). Buddhism uses this tenn as illusion - it leaves aside the
question of creation - because according to it the picture of the phenomenal
world as consisting of things and persons is literally an illusion created by each
man's mental and conceptual activity either wholly or partly - partly when it
is thought that reality in itself is a process of fleeting moments and man creates
out of these an enduring world by meal's of conceptual activity (as says the
Nyayabindu of Dharmakirti) or wholly as says Yogacara) when it is thought
that an objective reality does not exist at all it is wholly created by man's
each man 's, projection of his latent de ·res and impulses onto the external
of illusion enters into the Hindu
world. Even when the tem1 'maya ' in the
tradition via Gaudapada and Samkara, it still does not become a matter of
individual construction or projection, because of the grounding of the Hindu
tradition in the concept of being (sat), which Samkara did not discard, rather
than nothing (sunya). [t has in Hindui:,m a cosmic dimension and as such its
structure is supposed to lie in some inconceivable mixture of being and nonbeing rather than being simply non-being, as in Buddhist philosophical thought.
The concepts of illusion and suffering go together. For if life is nothing but
suffering U1en the best trategy to adl1pt towards life is that it is an illusion.
Because of this strategic relationship between tile two terms the adoption of the
Buddhist concept of 'maya' also meant the adoption of the Buddhist concept of
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su!Tering and in Po t-Samkarite Hinduism (following Samkara) there has been
a tendency to interpret eveu the Upanisads as saying that everything is
su!Tering, while it seems to me quite clear that Pre-Buddhist Upanisads, at any
rate the ones that even the Hindus believe are most important, say that
everything is joy. Samkara's colossal influence on Hinduism means thai its
own positive structure and strategy have been obscured in the eyes of many
Hindus themselves, not Lo speak of non-Hindu interpreters who identify
Hinduism witi1 Samkara's teachings.
The Buddhist doctrine of no-self fits Buddhist metaphysics that all is
su!Tering and the understanding of the religious goal in negative terms, nirvana
(extinction of suffering) is part of the same strategy leading man away from
rather than towards something. Happiness or bliss suggests positive being that
endures while extinguishing aU that makes for ignorance and suffering has no
such implied suggestion. Not that 'nirvana' is never conceived as happiness in
Buddhist writings (especiaUy Mahayana writings) but the burden of the
teaching - insofar as it is distinctively Buddhist - is not
much directed
towards the achievement of an enduring state of being that is also delight or
bliss, but getting rid of all that makes for suffering (attachment to self
particularly) and this is in perfect accordance with the rest of the Buddhi t
picture. Of course in Mahayana Buddhism there is an idea of an absolute
reality that supposedly has absolute being but characteristically the term used
to refer to it is 'sunya', the void or the nothing. No doubt out of this void
everything comes but what I am saying is that the picture !bat a religious
tradition builds and more particularly the language it uses in building this
tradjtion, has to be internally consistent (in the main, nothing human is wholly
devoid of contradiction), and the use of a negative term even to describe
ab olute reality is an example of this inte1Telatedness of concepts in a certain
structure that human beings create as an explanatory tool in their search for
transcendence.
Consistently with this structure where "suffering" plays a key role, the
concept that embodies the predominant Buddhist value is "compassion ' rather
than ' love". In Mahayana U1e "Srmya" (Tathata , Dhannakaya etc.) takes on
the ignificance of Brahman of the U panisad for all things arise out of it, abide
in it and go back to it and so on. Yet it is thought to be very different by U1e
Buddhists because it is part of another tradition conceived around a different
paradigm, and any suggestion by Hindus that the Sunya is the same as
brahman or Atman (Self, not selt) is vehemently res.isted by Buddhists and
understandably so because the Hindu terms, themselve positive, denote
positive realities, both at the infi.nite and finite level and they do not fit into a
structure that uses a negative strategy, U1ey stick out as "alien . The same with
the idea of nir11ana, which is supposed to be an uncompounded unborn,
undying, unconditioned (not the negative manner of description) state, and
Hindus often tind that to acttieve nirvana is to be established in an infinite or
deathless state of being which must already be in man. (Finite man can achieve
a deathless state by God's grace who being all-powetful can confer lbis on
man, but there is no God in the Buddhist scheme and the potentiality for
whatever man can achieve by his own effort must already be in man.) But the
suggestion that Buddhism while denying self (or individual soul) does admit
Ute reality of Self without using this term - for Self is not an entity either
material or spiritual, it is all permeating spiritual energy itself, called Self
because it is of the nature of pure consciousness - is protested against by
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Buddhists. What is distinctive of the Buddhist tradition is its negative trategy
of leading man away from his normally desired goals rather than towards a
goal. Nirvana means a state 1n whtch nothing that bothers man and thereby
causes him suffering remain . This is thought to be enough as a description of
transcendence and it is enough for the u·adition in its own terms. A great deal
of conceptual contortion had to be resorted to by Samkara when he introduced
U1c ncgati.ve way of Buddhism through the use of such tem1s as 'maya·
(illusion) and 'avidya' (ignorance) into the essentially positive structure of
Hindu thought where everything shares in the essence of Brahman. Maya
cou ld not be an auribute or power of Brahman (because it i illusion), it could
not be man-made because man is its product, and so has to crop up in some
inconceivable way, do its job and then disappear. Maya is accounted for in
Buddhist thought with perfect consistency, it is the result of human activity,
carried out by each mind individually as it gets on with U1e job of phenomenal
living. Because Buddhism is not grounded in a positive metaphysics il does not
have to give any explanation of how and why the human mind indulges in
illusory activity, it just does and that is all we need to know. The Buddhist
thinkers were not thus involved in attempts which look like eating one's cake
and having it as well, as in the case of Advaita of the Samkara variety, because
here Brahman is the sole reality, and yet most of us live under maya aiJ the
time - nobody knows where it comes from or can know - and this is not
supposed to affect the sole status of Brahman in any way.
As for Chris ianity it has its roots in Judaism and naturally many of its
characteristic features - when seen particularly in the context of non-theistic
religions - derive from the cultural tradition of Judaism in which Jesus and his
disciples were brought up. I have therefore to say something about Judaism
before l say anything about Christianity. The rise of Judaic monotheism out of
its polytheistic past and its portrayal of religious reality as a single and sole
source of power (such that God can have no intermediate agents so Ule
worship of polytheistic gods w"as forbidden) which is modelled afler human
personality minus of course human limitations and conceived in moral terms
so that human sufferi ng can be understood as punishment for wrongdoing, is,
as l look at it, re lated to Jewish circumstances to which this model perfectly
litted. For only the idea of God as an a ll-powerful provider who also judges
and punishes, and not gods could mobilize the Jewish people for the kind of
heroic endeavours they had to make to establish themselves as a nation (their
own variety f transcendence one could say). The Jewish tribes were a group
that was emerging out of a nomadic existence, needing a homeland to call their
own but being constantly thwarted through captivity, exile etc. What such a
people needed was a picture of reljgious reality as an all-powerful political
s vereign (hence terms like King', 'Lord' etc.) in a position to choose a
particular group or people for a special relationship in the form of a contract in
which both s ides have obligati.o ns, ' King' to provide the people with a land
(la nd that was already inhabited but reallocation was we ll within the power of
an all-powerful p litical overeign) and the people to do his bidding. And to
make this picture stick the Jewish prophets had to forbid polytheistic
worshipping. This is different from Hi11duism where the idea of one God exists
s ide by side with the idea of many gods, for naturally dealing directly with one
s 1urce of power whose will is law was much more relevant for ilie Jews.
Human suffering is caused by not acting according to this law, equally,
rulfilmcn t r th is will means ' Kingdom of heaven' on earth where perfect
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happiness and accord will prevail.
Here we get a different myth (tJ1e Bibli.cal) from the Hindu as
regards creation. God creates the world out of nothing by an act of will for a
purpose which is to grant man happiness. Creation is particlllarly for the
happiness of man who is made lord over the rest of crealion and the first
couple, Adam and Eve, were placed in a paradisiacal place, the garden of
Eden, where if they lived according to the will of God, they could live happily
ever after. But man acts against the will of God eats lhe fruit of the tree of
knowledge and this act of sin - sin, not because the activity itself wa so
dreadful but because it was against God's will -- thus deserving punishment,
that of fall into earth, where he has to suffer. The rest of mankind inherits this
sin from Adam and thus suffering has become a normal feature of human
existence. Because suffering is deserved it is thought to have a beneficial effect
(unlike t11e case in Buddhism which without the idea of original sin could find
no justification for it), that of cleansing man of his impure will, will that goes
against God.
According to the Jewish cultural tradition God will redeem Jewish society,
not just provide a land, but usher in a garden-of-Eden-like existence where all
conflict and suffering will end (that is man will transcend his human condition)
and this will happen through the activity of prophets who act as God s agent.
Jesus was born in a cultural atmosphere where a messiah who would
accomplish this purpose of God was expected. But he did not fulfil Jewish
expectations - despite his messiah like qualities, one of which was his deep
sense of being in contact with God - indeed he attacked some elements of the
existing tradition as Buddha did lhe Hindu and thereby he became the founder
of a different religious tradition. The new tradition however retained a great
deal of the old as Buddhism did of Hinduism. Jesus called God not only
'Lord (a predominantly political epilhct suited to Jewish purposes), but father
who was concerned with everyone, not just the Jews who thought themselves
to have been particularly singled out by God, and s as the son of God he was
claimed by his disciples to be divine himself. (Because of lhe absolute
distinction made here between the creator and the created someone who was
called 'the on of God' had to be different in substance from the rest of
mankind). His leaching was also concerned with the total destiny of man and
his tJanscendence of the human condition not so much in terms of happiness
in earthly matt.ers, on which he does not seem to have laid especial importance
- he even preached poverty abandonment of home and family in search of
God and the like - but everlasting happiness in heaven after death which God
can grant man through his grace (those who fail to receive tllis grace through
not acting according to God's will, will suffer eternal damnation in hell). God
will establish the Kingdom of Heaven amongst redeemed mankind and tl1e way
to redemption is through Jesus and his teaching . Christianity believes that
God sent his Divine Son especially for this purpose and it sees Ihe crucifixion
as a divine act of suffering - something tl1at God the Son voluntarily went
through - which will cleanse lhose who follow him of sin and make them fit to
be recipients of grace. Because suffering is here seen to result from human
transgressions and human bei11gs cannot help but transgress because of original
sin. this act of self-suffering of God whereby man can be relieved of sin and
redeemed from a life f eternal
is an extraordinarily p werful and
moving image for those who accept the rest of the Christian picture into which it
tits. I mean the idea of God as a loving, personal being whose primary purpose
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in creating a world i: human happine. s which is spoiled by man's own
willful action thm go<'s contrary to God's plan so that God out of his
unbounded love sends his Son to undergo uffering himse lf and thereby redeem
mankind .
The paradigmatic concept in the Christian picture is that of personality as
the centre of will and emotion rather than of consciousness, as in the Hindu
picture, the reason why the way of knowledge or enlightenment does not have
here the same importance as it has in Hinduism. This paradigm makes the
Hindu idea of self merging with the Self unacceptable, instead it gives JudeoChristianity its overall moral orientation, where personality as the centre of
will remains dominant. God the divine person has a definite purpose and a
definite will and it is important to him thallhese are not upset. Man in his will
must follow the divine will and the standards for his action have been disclosed
in the Ten Commandments given to the Jews. (Because in this picture moral
values are deri vatives of religious values Christianity considers that people
whose religious myths do not have a high moral component are lacking in
morality.) The moral orientation of Judeo-Christianity makes loving one's
neighbour the forcmo I religious requirement (apart of course from loving
God) hence the especial importance of charity alleviating suffering and
generally of doing good. (These are not absent from Hinduism and Buddhism
bullhcy do not have the central importance there as they have in Christianity.)
If there is a path to God's grace, apart from prayer and worship, man's concern
about hi neighbour's happine is that path. Tl1is moral orientation is shown in
the purpo iveness th at permeates this tradition, also in its seriousness. (The
Hindu idea of creation as play is wholly unacceptable.)
This paradigmatic concept of per onality as will and emotion fits all
characteristically Chri tian doclrines: the importance of love as a person to
per on reaction (rather than bliss of the Hindu tradition which is more like
being in love with the totality of existence and which characteristically comes
through knowledge), creation out of nothing as an act of will (rather than
sp ntaneous self-manifestation), sin as the source of man's trouble (rather than
ignorance), grace of God received as a favour from a superior will (rather than
self-realization achieved by oneself in which one becomes pure
consciousness), salvation in which the individual lives on as an individual in
the prese nce of God ( r hrist) and other individuals (rather than liberation in
which the individual freed of will and emotion merges with the totality) . Hence
also the importance of the resurrection or the body, tor one can hardly
visualize an individual centre of will and emotion without a body. And r think
that it is this consciousness of human personality as will and emotion that
makes service to othcr·s (rather than meditation) of such central significance.
For although will and emotion are to be retained they mu l also be purged and
their impurity transcended - a way to which is service to others. But what is
to be transcended is not the personality itself, only those elements of
personality which keep man from loving God and others. T he Christian picture
like other pictures is a self c nsistenl one. and understood in terms of its
pa radigm it makes sense of life, where it has gone wrong and how it can be put
right.
My contention, of course, is that each tradition offers a consistent picture,
built under the image of a paradigm and it satisfies man' need for
transcend ence of his nonnal 'creativity' and limited existence subject to sin,
ignorance, death and the like. One may think of this transcendence
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as living in heaven beyond death or as a state of mind this side of dealh , but it
·s linked with the understanding that there is a transcenden t dimension of
a dimension that is infinite and unconditioned, where death has no
meaning. Each picture gives some kind of meaninliful structure to human
experience by tying it up with larger processes lhereby offering both a reason
for human uffering and a way to happine . N ne of the pictures can be said
to be the truth about religious reality but none is a pure fabrication either.
Ralher each represents man's attempt to receive a reality which has no shape
of the human variety {being infinite and unconditioned) by shaping it according
10 an interpretation framework that is conditioned by b th cultural and
psychological factors. Because there is such a variety of cultures and
psychological types and needs among human beings n variety f picLUres .is
inevitable. Buddhism for instance, was forced to devcl p
aviour figure
within its own cultural milieu (as one variety among other:;) and there are
people in non-Buddhist countries who feel considerable aHraction for the
Buddhist picture precisely because it has no figure f God. T hose who a rc
attracted to the idea of transcendence without God usually believe lhat
Buddhism is a rational religion, hence more acceptable. I d not ee lhat a
tradition is more 'rational' if it does not contain God, aud in any case,
transcendence, the basic religious need, has not much to do wilh rationality.
Both acceptance and non-acceptance of God as a symbol of transcendence can
be a matter of cul!ural conditioning and when a mntter f personal choice,
both result from a characteristic psychic structure of needs and pressures. But
because a psychic structure does exist lha! needs I pursue transcendence
without God a religion wilhout God has to be U1ere.
I have said that Ute 'truth' of a tradition lies in its capa ity to offer man
transcendence in one form or another, that is, of the human limitations that
make him subject to suffering and death . (Even lhc wilting acceptance of these
is a form of transcendence for it require the human spirit to ho ld its own above
what can reduce him to despair, almost to nothingness.) However, one has to
treat the picture that a tradition involves as if it is descriptivel y Lrue in the way
of one-to-one correspondence while one is pursuing transcendence 'with its
help. But the as if nature of thi correspondence makes it pos ible for
contradictory ideas to exist side by side as part of different traditions. Take
such ideas as rebirth (Hindu/Buddhist) and resurrection of !he body
{Christian) or Soul (Christian), Self (Hindu}, no-self (Buddhist). People feel
that either Hinduism/Buddhism are right in saying that rebirth takes place or
Christianity is right in saying it does not, both ideas cannot be talking truth,
and if we let both be. we imply that both are true. The same wilh the other set
of ideas. If it is lhe case that an individual soul along with its resurrected b dy
lives on for ever it cannot be the case that U1e liberated individual merges with
Absolute Being. Again if it is the case that there is a ul or even self (entity or
not) present in the individual it cannot be that he is nothing but a neeting but
continuing process of sensation perception conception , feeling and
consciousness.
This problem arises if these ideas are to be treated as descriptively true in
respect of something that can have only one description, not il the reality is so
big tbat there can be a number of alternative descripti ns. If t'1ese arc seen as
part of a la rger picture in which they make sense, a picture which sati lies
man' · need for transcendence by not only making him understa nd in a coherent
fashion that there is an infinite and uncondili ned reality " ith which he is
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linked, but also delineating a path through which an experience of
tnmscendence can be lived, they can also be taken as true in their capacity as
alternative pictures of something which has no one description. (I prefer to say
that this infinite and unconditioned reality has many de criptions as
approached via many spectacles rather than it is beyond description. If we
take the statement that it is beyond description seriously and then refrain from
making any statement at all man's religious Jife will come to a standstill.) The
point of these descriptions as a coherent picture is to help man to get hold of
the dimension of transcendence both as a reaJity beyond him and a reality
within. (Within and beyond are metaphors.) And the ideas that occur as part of
this picture like rebirth or resurrection cannot be understood except in the
context of U1is whole picture. I, for instance, accept rebirth (rebirth is not
needed in the Christian picture, the reason why it was dropped) because it
makes sense within the Hindu picture which wiJllose its coherence without this
idea, and not because it is impossible to Picture what happens after death as
the end of time on earth for a particular life. The fact, as it is in itself, may be
so "strange" and so complex that is may be described both as the happening of
another birth and the non-happening of it. As we cannot get hold of it as it is in
itself, we have to adopt one idea or other as part of a larger picture into which
it fits. And the larger picture is itself a possible way of describing something
that is, in itself, beyond measure, hence describable in many ways.
As for whether man has a soul or not, this matter too is obviously quite
capable of alternative descriptions. Man is what he is and intelligent, and I
shou ld think equally rational, human beings reflect on what he is and come to
these conclusions; that he has a soul (Christian) and that he has no soul
(Buddhist). Both, however, agree that man can achieve a transcendent
dimension of being, here or in heaven, and it is in organ isi.ng this idea
consistently with other presuppositions (cultural, psychological) that the
Christian and the Buddhist come up with ditl'erenl descriptions. Man's being
however may be so paradoxical and so complex that both descriptions may til
it depending on our presuppositions as to which aspect of man's being we
would pick for our attention. But the no-soul idea does not fit the Christian
picture, so thl! Christian can leave it alone equ-ally the idea of a soul does not
fit the Buddhist picture and he too can leave it alone. As I said earlier the
'truth' or 'falsity' of these ideas cannot be determined except in the context of a
whole picture that has its own presuppos.itions.
Now we know that presuppositions cannot be proved so arguments about
which is the best picture, not to speak of the true picture, are of no avail. No
system can prove its presuppositions in terms of the system itself. For instance,
it is not po sible for Christianity to "prove" that personality as the centre of
will and emotion is the thing of ultimate value, least of all by using Christian
argument; nor is it possible for the Hindus to "prove" tl1at the cyclic
perpertuation of organic being from the tree to the seed and seed to the tree and
its perpetuation of the same 'message' or essence in aJI its constituent but
diverse element is the rigbt image under which to understand the functioning
of infinite reality in the finite realm. And to question any of these in temts of
another system is equally futile, it really mean s not trying to understand it at
all. The presuppositions of these sytems are neither self-evident, nor can they
be e tablished through inference. To claim revelation does not help, for
everyone can and does claim it. Nor does it help to appeal to rationality, for
every intelligent and reflective person who accepts his own tradition can fmd
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good reasons for its acceptance. 1 have heard the claim of uperior rationality
not only from Buddhists, but also from Christians and Muslims. I am quite
sure I can easily make out a case on behalf of Hinduism at least to my own
satisfaction and nobody does any better.
W11at1 run talking about of course , is relativism, but not pure relativism that
ays you can say what you like because there is no criterion of truth that
operates here. The ' truth" of a religious tradition is relative to a culture and its
needs it is also relative to personalities and their needs. Nevertheless there is
a religious reality which is transcendent in the sense that you cannot size it up
in fini te and limited terms {it transcends space - time - causal categories).
So a conceptual structure that a religious tradition is must be such that it opens
up to this reality, that the ideas used in its structure are coherent and they
make sense in the light of human experience that they speak to the human
need for transcendence helping him to get hold of that dimen ion of his being
which is deathless amidst death, explain the fact of human suffering, and show
a way to peace, bliss, love and human belongingness togetJ1er in a common
world (shared by animals and plants as well). These concerns actually do
present themselves in religious traditions and they are not a matter of my
personal preference. So we are not devoid of all sta ndards, what we do not
have is a standard that will pick out one of these traditions a. the truth'.
There are two more remarks before I close. I have said that a religious
tradition is a construct. Nevertheless, it i not something that is consciously
and deliberately put togeilier. The presuppositions (model. paradigm) that
underlie a 1·eligion operate sponta neously and they come to be applied, even
r.he first time round, automatiCally, out of the depth of one's being, so to say
rat her than as a result of deliberation. Nevertheless the depth of ones being is
not a vacuum it has already been
by nature (genetic constitution)
and nurture (culture), and it can function at the unconscious level with perfect
logic and intelligent comprehension.
LasUy J have often heard U1e opinion Ulat there is such a thing as a mystical
experience which is exactly the same for everyone, even U1ough people make it
different by applying, subsequently to the experience different interpretations.
I do not myself believe this: Lhere is no way of getting at religion or any other
dimension of human experience except through an interpretative framework.
So even religious experiences come in different shapes. However, there is
enough common between the different descriptions for us to legitimately give
ilie same name, " religious reality" (transcends space - lime - causal
categories) to what tJ1ey refer to.
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